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An Application of Approximation Theory to an Error

Estimate in Linear Algebra

By Geneva G. Belford* and E. H. Kaufman, Jr.

Abstract. Recently developed theorems characterizing best uniform approximations from a

family with a fixed point are shown to be useful in the estimation of errors in computation-

al techniques for solving linear algebraic equations. Specifically, a gap in the proof of a pub-

lished theorem is filled in.

In the literature on computational linear algebra, one increasingly sees refer-

ences to a paper by Kaniel [1] which gives several very sharp error estimates. To

obtain one of these estimates, Kaniel invokes the classical Chebyshev alternation

theorem. The context, however, is one in which the classical theorem does not apply.

The purpose of this note is to show how the gap in Kaniel's proof may be filled in

by applying more general approximation theorems which have recently appeared in

the literature.

Kaniel discusses the problem of obtaining an approximate solution to the matrix

equation Ax = f, where A is an / X / positive definite matrix and the approximate

solution x is to lie in the subspace V spanned by the vectors {f,Af,... ,A"'lf). A

best least-squares solution from V is defined as an element x = 2i"=ô ot¡A'f which

minimizes R = \\Ax — f\\¡, where the norm here is the Euclidean or L2 norm.

Kañiel proceeds to determine an upper bound on the minimal R as follows. First,

note that R can also be written in the form R = \\p{A)f\\2, where

i-i
(1) p{A) = 2 ot,Ai+] -I,       I being the identity matrix.

;=o

Let H be the subspace spanned by {/,... ,A"f). Let the / X / matrix P be the

orthogonal projection onto H and define B to be the restriction of PA to H. Kaniel

then obtains the following theorem.

Theorem (Theorem 2.1 of [ 1 ]). Let p{x) be a polynomial of degree at most n and

satisfying |/>(ju.,)l = £for i = I, ■ ■ ■, n + I {where the ß/s are the eigenvalues of B).

Then

(2) \w)ñi ^ "ii/ik.
To get a tight bound on R, Kaniel suggests the construction of a polynomial p{x)
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which minimizes e = max,|/?(/t,)| over the set PZ of all polynomials of degree at

most n and satisfying the constraint p{0) = -1 (cf. (1)). Kaniel correctly states this

polynomial to be

-r(x) n±}      IL*/ (x - ^i)
(3) P{x) = -g£,    where  r(x) = £   (- D'ff^-:.

In spite of the fact that this problem is nonstandard, he quotes the standard linear

Chebyshev theorem as justification.

The relevant theory is actually that of approximation with "constraints" as

discussed in [2]. Because of the generality of the theorems in that paper, we include

here a brief guide to how the theory applies to the case at hand.

Assuming that the eigenvalues are distinct and ordered, 0 < ¡u, < p2 < • • •

< /i„+1, we are interested in approximation on the interval [0, ,u„+1]. In the

terminology of [2], the set PZ is S-unisolvent of degree n on [0,¡in+]]. (See Corollary

2 and Theorem 6 of [2].) We may then apply Theorem 7 of [2], with X = [0, jun+1]

and X\ = {/ii,... ,/Vn). Since the constraint point is an endpoint of X, the "S-

alternations" of Theorem 7 become ordinary alternations. We then see that (3) does

give the unique minimizing polynomial, the n + 1 points of the alternant being

simply the  fi/s  themselves.
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